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The year 2020 was a shocking one for the tourism industry. Inbound travel plunged and
predicting when tourism demand will recover is difficult. This study shows you how you can
forecast the recovery of European markets by using Google Trends data in a Google Data
Studio dashboard. A number of sample dashboards that can help you decide when to start up
marketing campaigns and how to forecast revenues are included as well.
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1. Why should you do online market research and forecasting?
Market research will help you understand your target markets and create campaigns that wow your audience,
because you understand who they are and why they travel. You can use statistics and forecasting to understand
the current market situation and identify business opportunities. Forecasting will help you anticipate changes in
demand that occur during high and low seasons or during a recovery that comes after a crisis. It will also help
you to set SMART goals to guide and measure the success of your marketing activities and plan your business
resources.

Figure 1: SMART goals

Source: CBI (2020)

2. Why use Google Trends and Data Studio to forecast tourism
demand?
Google Trends is an online tool by Google that shows the popularity of top search queries in Google Search
across various regions and languages. Data Studio is a free tool from Google that helps visualise a wide variety
of data from Google's services and other external sources with bar graphs, charts, line graphs, geo maps, and
more.

The Centre for the Promotion of Imports from developing countries (CBI) has created a number of Data Studio
dashboards to help you understand demand and recovery during the COVID-19 crisis in the biggest European
outbound markets. These dashboards, like the examples depicted in Figure 2, indicate recovery of domestic
travel by monitoring the volume of searches for key terms like “AirBnB” and “Hotels”, and outbound recovery by
monitoring the volume of searches for key terms like “Flights” and popular destinations like “Hotel Bali”.

https://www.327digital.com/smart-goals-the-bases-of-your-project/
https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US
https://datastudio.google.com/overview


Figure 2: Search terms “hotels” and “flights” in the UK

Source: CBI Data Studio dashboard (2020)

When should you use the CBI tourism dashboards?
The dashboards can be used bi-weekly or monthly to monitor the trends in your target markets. Big coronavirus
news about vaccines, lockdowns or the opening-up of a destination could be reasons to check the dashboard
more often. When the high season is about to start in your destination, you can also use the dashboard to see in
which markets the volume of searches is already rising.

3. Which dashboards are available?
There are a total of 19 pre-defined CBI dashboards available that provide an insight in the largest source
markets and a number of specific tourism trends.

Click the links in the table below to go to the dashboard you need:

Outbound tourism market dashboards:

France 
UK 
Germany 
Spain 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Switzerland 
Poland 
Sweden 

Domestic travel recovery:

Airbnb 
Hotels 

Regional travel recovery:

Flights 

Long Haul travel recovery:

Hotel Bali 
Flights Cairo  

Recovery of people who are ‘in the mood’ to book:

Travel Insurance 
G Adventures 

Recovery of different Holiday Types:

Family Holiday 
Last Minutes 
Beach Holiday 

https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/43a7129e-7f65-4879-951a-9bbcce20a3da
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/83bc905a-2380-4a8f-9508-b173c6820892
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/dee0041c-a572-4875-9bd2-8f40fd3fe43a
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/5b34edd7-b1a1-4623-b352-8e519d2e9e1d
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/0115fe10-c12d-4560-b35a-dff9d1aa7b26
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/a9d0a1b5-6584-49c9-878e-13d5c0515211
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/d8451dad-5b5c-49e4-908c-df849561abe1
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/046a4949-722c-4a53-86d1-3193835cee06
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/dc72743e-d536-45ca-a386-3a6fad07e971
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/250d3b8a-7b57-4d59-b684-6c09e935f591
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/1a76493f-47af-42df-974e-5981d40b84cb
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/40d93ecd-3efc-4285-b2b4-f7c2a18db9dc
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/731f5b37-6045-4582-a4cd-6b929cdbb945
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/a403f5e0-cb6a-42c2-8c75-5ed3427d3b66
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/135bbcd3-6e99-4c07-94a3-99bd2855e5da
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/60e8de76-7d1c-4bb4-bab5-4f39fa5d71db
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/cc274aeb-506d-4301-a6c3-d6d3418ee784
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/5da7400d-812e-45ce-97e4-e9570fd986ed
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/d6fd8f25-10de-40a3-ba2d-a7caec681a53


4. Learn how to use and adapt dashboards to your needs
To help you get the most out of the CBI tourism dashboards, we have created 2 instruction videos. The first
video gives an in-depth overview on how to use them. You will learn which searches indicate demand for
domestic, outbound, and long-haul travellers. In the second video, you will learn how to change and add
countries and search terms that help you customise the dashboard to get the best insights for your destination
or tourism product.

Link to video 1: How to use the dashboard
Link to video 2: How to change the dashboard

Lastly, CBI has also created a comprehensive quick reference guide, where you can find all the important links.

Tip:
To change the dashboard and use it for your own organisation, please go to the Strategiq website and
follow steps 1 and 2 to register for your own API key.

The API to connect with Google trends is made by Strategiq This study was carried out on behalf of CBI by VTP
Digital Marketing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=v82RB00yxJk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=tYB_0tsge6g&feature=youtu.be
https://www.cbi.eu/sites/default/files/market_information/researches/0221-023%20-%20CBI%20-%20quickguide%20-%20108184.pdf
https://strategiq.co/
https://strategiq.co/google-trends-connector-for-data-studio/
https://strategiq.co/
https://www.valuethroughpassion.com/
https://www.valuethroughpassion.com/

